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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

This story is about a particular genre of lying, namely the genre of covertly changing deCnitions

in order to convince us to accept horrible things and be "happy" about it. The creation of upside-

down language, in military terms, is "hacking" of our instincts designed to trick us into acting

against our best interests.

This practice us abundantly illustrated by the COVID "biosecurity" propaganda — as well as by the

tradition of grooming loyal supporters through the World Economic Forum's "Global Shapers."

Upside-down language is treacherous because in the natural world, the method of "disguising as

a friend in order to catch prey" is strictly a hunting technique — but today, the power holders apply

it across the board, to the entire population. Which then, if we think about it honestly, makes it

clear what kind of relationship we've been having with the Machine.

It is not a relationship of benevolence but a relationship between a hunter and prey! (And

perhaps, from the standpoint of existential clarity, the Great Reset showed up in such an ugly way

to help us realize that we've been in an abusive relationship with the Machine for a while?)

Upside-Down Language: Funny Examples to Highlight the Absurdity of It

I think we all know this beast very well but to make the absurdity stand out even more, here are

two funny metaphors.

Straightforward lying: pointing at a brick and saying, "It's a bird." Or pointing at a defective brick

and saying that it's an excellent, high quality brick that surely works great in construction! (See

traditional advertising.)

Upside-down language: secretly changing the deCnition of "bird" to include bricks, then

announcing that there is a new revolutionary technology of building homes from birds — and

when somebody says, "But those are clearly bricks," raising one's voice and saying, "No, those are

BIRDS. Look it up." The king is not naked, and newspeak is the oldspeak. Don't you know?!

The Feeling of Disappointment Follows Inevitably

Another exaggerated metaphor: Imagine that someone tells you, "I promise to marry you next

year!" And then then they go ahead and change the deCnition of "marriage" to "sending a birthday

text." And because they do send you a birthday text, they then say that they have surely kept their

promise!

But you somehow, strangely, feel cheated — and so, to curb your complaints, that someone then

tells you that there is great honor and dignity in the new (and only) deCnition of marriage because

it allows you to say "free" and not "depend" on the other person, while being honorably "married"!

And those other people telling you that you are not really married are clearly idiots who don't love

you.

And perhaps, because your mind wants you to feel digniCed, it tricks you into going in denial and

pretending you are really married. And this is how you Cnd yourself in the world of upside-down

language, as a gaslit victim in denial!

And something still doesn't feel quite right — but you no longer remember what it is and why you

feel this way! You forgot the original meaning because remembering it makes you feel like a

loser. (For some reason, our evolving relationship with a certain medical product comes to mind).

This certainly is an outrageous and funny example but this is exactly how abusive relationships

work. The victim's mind has to constantly accept "updated" deCnitions of love, care, and truth in

order to save one's face. And this is how abusers can get away with a lot — up until the point in in

time when the pain of the victim becomes so unbearable that forces change.

Examples of "Updated" DeJnitions From the COVID Era

Since 2020, many important deCnitions related to health and medical measures have been

changed, such as case (here, here, here, here, and here), fatality from a particular disease,

vaccine, herd immunity, unvaccinated, antivaxxers, available ICU beds, breakthrough cases

(which is itself is a change from "vaccine failure") — and many more.

But as importantly, our aspiring "masters" have been constantly "updating" deCnitions that refer

to our fundamental instincts and conditions, such as "health," "compassion," "freedom," and so on.

I Cnd it particularly treacherous because it allows any non-benevolent actor to turn our innate

qualities into weapons against ourselves!

For example, early on, has been a fascinating series of United Nations "pandemic" images that

tell a story of cruel propaganda. Here's how, according to that series, you love your grandma:

[Photo by United Nations COVID-19 Response via Unsplash]

And here is on the importance of stopping "misinformation":

[Photo by United Nations COVID-19 Response via Unsplash]

According to newspeak, "compassion" means not touching your children or your parents. Not

socializing. Not visiting your loved one in the hospital. Their version of compassion sounds

horribly self-eliminating and sociopathic!

And responsible behavior? According to newspeak, "responsible behavior" means inhaling your

exhaust and enthusiastically accepting an experimental medical product with unknown long-term

effects. No questions asked. All based on another hijacked deCnition, the so called "community

values," as per by our aspiring "masters" who wouldn't know "community" if it stared them in the

face — and who are certainly not morally qualiCed to lead anyone anywhere.

Historical Examples of Newspeak

It reminds me of how back in my old homeland of Russia, before the Soviet Union fell apart, the

o`cial marketing brochure said that we were "the freest country in the world."

There was even a very popular radio song about it, called "My country is so spacious" (it really

sounds much less awkward in Russian). The song contained a line that went, "I don't know any

other country where a man can breathe so freely." Well no wonder, no one knew any other country

because barely anyone could travel abroad!

My point here is not picking on isms, as the Soviet Union never had an exclusive patent on

newspeak, it just happens to be the newspeak that I grew up on. America has long practiced its

own version of newspeak where a resource grab has never been a resource grab but a noble act

to establish "progress" or "democracy," with the initial "democracy march" requiring a genocide of

"hostile Indians" who outrageously dared defend their land.)

A few years ago, I wrote a story called "Nature, Flags, and Birch Trees: Political Power of

Emotions," in which I went into the subject of "newspeak aavors" in detail.

Sadly, history is full of newspeak! Upside-down language has been an important weaponry item

for "disrupters" and robbers for thousands of years! But it feels to me as a Soviet expat that

today's version of upside-down language is really close to the one from my old homeland, and I

don't like it. It didn't lead to anything good in my old homeland, and it is likely to be a disaster

again if repeated.

Upside-Down Language and the Global Shapers

With all this in mind, let's look at a the military grade World Economic Forum project called

"Global Shapers." Here is how it deLnes itself:

"Born out of the World Economic Forum, the Global Shapers Community is a network of

inspiring young people under the age of 30 working together to address local, regional,

and global challenges. With more than 14,000 members, the Global Shapers Community

spans 456 city-based hubs in 150 countries."

"In 2011, Professor Klaus Schwab, Founder and Executive Chairman of the World

Economic Forum, founded the Global Shapers Community to empower young people to

play an active role in shaping local, regional and global agendas."

"The Global Shapers Community is a non-proXt organization registered in Geneva,

Switzerland and housed at the World Economic Forum. The Forum's contribution to the

Shapers organization includes signiXcant Xnancial and in-kind contributions for

operational support including staff time, technology tools and opportunities to interact

and collaborate with its membership network."

Among its partners are Salesforce, Accenture, The Climate Reality Project, and other noble

entities. And here is Mr. Schwab himself, doing a sweet talk on how he decided to "give young

people a voice":

An "Upgrade" in WEF Language

By the way, it looks the World Economic Forum is learning to speak more subtly and thus, even

more treacherously. There is no more "you'll own nothing and you'll be happy." "Owning nothing" is

now the quiet part. In fact, if I were to look at their marketing through the eyes of a post-Soviet

kid who wants to be "Western cool," I would see all this as an exciting career opportunity!

(It really is a global military operation, so it has to be innocent-sounding, convincing and elegant

— and by the way, the corporate recruitment of the early post-Soviet times wasn't too much

different and probably beneCtted the same "stakeholders," in a time-appropriate manner. Just a

side thought, based on my memory of the post-Soviet corporate recruitment, that came with

"newspeak" of its own.)

The language on the Global Shapers website is really lofty, and really "positive" sounding (except

an occasional slip about "rethinking what it means to be human." Come progress! Come the

roads, the internet, and gender equality! Come the bright young cultists leaders shaping the

world's future's vision! Hooray! Hooray!

Of course, "framing" is an art, and one can frame anything — including murder — in a positive

thing. Burning a woman at stake could be framed as "saving her soul." Destroying indigenous

people can be framed as "bringing them culture," etc. etc.

All of it has been done to real, breathing people who merely minded their business — and it's

really heartbreaking. I am writing about newspeak today with such passion because newspeak

has an ugly history throughout the centuries, and it's time to spit it out.

A Military Operation

This entire thing with Global Shapers is of course like recruiting an army. Aspiring masters

cannot do anything by themselves, so they always seek to recruit, indoctrinate, and bribe the

most malleable to support their "vision."

The Bolsheviks, for example, put a lot of energy into "raising" a new generation of "communist"

leaders and into glorifying those who supported their version of "new normal" most

enthusiastically. They invested in creating a psychological gap between the children and the

parents.

The Bolshevik elites didn't care about their supporters — who mostly lived in abject poverty,

unless they were in the upper echelon — but they surely paid them lip service, and gave them

"dignity" by allowing them to take the dignity away from some of their fellows …

Similarly, European elites who were seeking to beneCt from the riches of the Western hemisphere,

not yet colonized at the time, could not do it without "manpower," and so they lured a bunch of

impoverished Europeans to travel across the ocean in search of a better life.

And since a better life was sorely needed by a lot of common Europeans at the time, the masters

of those days cynically used that fact to recruit the impoverished Europeans as their "manpower"

to Cght the "hostile Indians."

The early American "branding" was very different from the Bolshevik "branding" but the essence

of the conquest was not dissimilar: "You are the good, righteous people. Those guys over there

are the evil people. They own stuff that righteously belongs to you. Go take it from them, and we'll

let you keep some of it." History is ugly.

And since today's events seem to run on the same emotional fuel of conquest, it seems like that

army of young Global Shapers is being recruited mostly as "manpower" to drive away the people

with "old normal" habits. As I said, it's a military operation.

Newspeak, or the "upside-down" language, is the weapon of indoctrination. The adults may

remember the original meanings of words, they may feel resentful. But the kids simply imbibe the

meanings they are given. Which is why the World Economic Forum is investing in grooming

youth. Disgusting!

What Now?

We seem to be in a historically important moment. I believe that the predators' existential

function is to make sure that we are fully alive and awake. Predators use weaponized language to

make us act against our own interests. They create an atmosphere in which self-betrayal sounds

tempting — but it's a trick!

Realistically, it is rare for human beings choose the right thing on the Crst attempt in the absence

of great pressure — so it's unknown what the near future of the world will look like — but no

matter whether our road to victory is fast or dragged out, in the end, the victory is ours. On my

end, I pray with passion that our road is the kindest one.

About the Author

To Cnd more of Tessa Lena's work, be sure to check out her bio, Tessa Fights Robots.
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It may seem to be a trivial matter, word deCnitions and word choices, but the people directing these operations certainly don’t think so.

They’ve been busily at work redeCning such key terms as “vaccine,” “pandemic,” “herd immunity,” and “gain of function.” These are the

very terms whose meanings can deCne the apparent guilt or innocence of those arrogating lockdown powers. Fine-tuning deCnitions

also works like a veritable control knob to dial-up public fear and expectations as required, the lexical equivalent of an abused PCR test

cranking-out false positives. It’s just another form of counterfeiting, akin to the endless printing of debt-based Cat currency by a private

banking cartel.

Whether it’s “printing up” currency, covid cases or word deCnitions, what we have is essentially the same trick from the same playbook,

applied wherever needed to prop-up the same overall corruption. When controlling the currency, the media, the government or a

lockdown just isn’t enough, when you simply must establish a permanent base inside each and every person’s head, then start by taking

over language; steal words and make them mean what you need them to mean. And so, without exception, the new deCnitions for those

key pandemic terms move away from implicating those in positions of authority, and towards a broader licensure of their dubious

motives and maneuvers.
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Also, we're on the cusp of having yet another government body no sane person would want: under the DHS (so that tells you

where it's aimed)... it's not called "The Ministry of Truth," but it might as well be: The Disinformation Governance Board, headed by

Nina Jankowicz. If they were to actually carry out the mission suggested in their title, they would be going after the federal

government and all the other "usual suspects." www.activistpost.com/2022/04/dhs-creating-disinformation-governance-bo..
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Great article by Tessa Lena. Yes, David, DHS means more control, more loss of freedoms. More fascism. Link to the center of

digital hate and all the maneuvers that the globalist elite is creating to align people on the path of the Great Reset. Extremist

language seeks channels to silence critical thought, to silence the truth of science and cover up a tyranny without limits. b If this

isn't a government effort to discourage legal speech, I don't know what is. The question is, is it so broad and dangerous that I can

show it will have a chilling and unconstitutional effect on me (and others), even if I don't know I'm being targeted? It feels like a

form of pre-moderation, made worse by being so broad.

On the latest episode of The Hill's "Rising," political commentator Kim Iversen broke down about new language in the US

Department of Homeland Security's bulletin on domestic terrorism that could have potential ramiCcations for anyone who

questions government institutions. We could all be in the "hot water of terrorism," Iversen said, whether by spreading

misinformation, disinformation or malicious information (MDM), knowingly or unknowingly, though deCnitions of those terms

continue to change. The bulletin referenced the “widespread online proliferation of false or misleading narratives” regarding

COVID, stating: She described the bulletin as “quite alarming” as it labels any government speech or dissent, “or sowing any kind

of discord between a government institution is potentially domestic terrorism.”

www.globalresearch.ca/disagree-government-policy-homeland-security-say..  (02/14/2022).

www.globalresearch.ca/u-s-homeland-security-report-false-and-misleadin..  (03/02/2022)
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Humanity is under the yoke of a dangerous tyranny. The exercise of civil liberty is being criminalized. In Canada, the Ottawa city

government, with the help of the US FBI and the US Department of Homeland Security, criminalizes peaceful protest by truck

drivers as “a threat to democracy” and is identifying the organizers and participants to arrest and charge them. The truth and all

dissent from the o`cial Covid narrative has been labeled as “false and misleading theories, misinformation and conspiracy”. In

the United States, free speech is now classiCed as a threat to democracy. A recent DHS announcement associates all dissent

from o`cial narratives with "ideological beliefs and personal grievances that pose a constant threat to the nation." The ruling

elite is very concerned that they are losing public support.

The US DHS is creating with its own disinformation a legal framework to prosecute or hold indeCnite detention any and all people

who confront o`cial lies with the truth. Misinformation that sows discord and undermines public conCdence in the government

includes allegations of voter fraud. DHS adds airline warnings about 5G cellular technology to massive archive of dangerous

speech. The establishment is going to use force to protect their lies. The day the PATRIOT Act was passed marked America's turn

toward tyranny. www.globalresearch.ca/tyranny-ahead/5769940?utm_campaign=magnet&ut..  (09/02/2022)
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How the World Economic Forum Uses Newspeak to Wage War
Analysis by Tessa Lena

The use of “newspeak” is a military grade methodology of “hacking” our instincts

and tricking us into acting against our best interests

)

In the natural world, the method of “disguising as a friend” exists strictly as a hunting

technique — but today, it is applied by the power holders to the entire population

)

For centuries, invaders and reformers have been using upside-down language to

confuse the enemy and recruit loyal supporters

)

Since 2020, we have seen many deCnitions changed, from medical terms to things like “compassion” and “freedom”)

World Economic Forum’s Global Shapers Community is a recruitment effort designed to eventually misplace those who want to live in the

“old normal”

)

Watch on

Global Shapers Community 10 year anniversary - Special conversation with Professor Klaus S…
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Hi Darzoum, do I have this right? Amidst the push to scrub media outlets of projecting free speech with negative implications for

the Democrats ahead of the midterm elections, using the DHS (of all agencies!! - this is NOT the executive branch of govt, not in

its mandate for existence), we have been experiencing major disruptions to food processing and warehouses across the country,

which our media is conveniently downplaying?    What a joke, after the past 2 years of lies and evil intentions thrust upon

taxpayers. cannot imagine many democrats maintaining their seats much less gaining more...but what do I know? except a

market correction if not a sharp recession is looming and food shortages may occur as well (all before the mid-terms) so good

luck with this DHS plan! - - www.activistpost.com/2022/04/multiple-large-food-processing-distributi..
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Also, this potentially puts every parent, soccer mom and dads on notice that if they argue with their local school board policies,

they could be labelled as an enemy of the state? Where to draw the line?
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"There's nothing new under the sun". As was pointed out in the Crst article - history repeats!
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Too, true, Darzoum.
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Have you ever see this happen in industry? A company has a great reputation for a high quality product. They get bought out.

New owners still charge the same price, but they start reducing quality of the product to increase proCt margin. Takes a while for

consumers to catch on. Because that great reputation the original owners developed just sticks in people's minds. That's what's

happening. We used to be able to "trust" {not really} certain words, meanings, and organizations. But now they are captured,

taken over, and changed. Takes a while for people to realize it's the same wrapper ~ but not the same thing. It's been sold out.

New owners.
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Friendly Fire anyone? Read then read again this article and see how this goes on up & down the line. The last thing done like this

showed some of these same people painted as Rabid Right-Wing Radicals, Trumpers. The Political Lap Dogs working for the Clinton

owned Dem party & GOP machines both owned and led by the WEF are desperate to maintain an illusion only those with Jab/s concerns

are a slim minority to be shunned, ignored. Yet, at this point the General Public in general are seeing the math does not add up the way

we are told.

God forbid if people step outside the o`cial holding cells of political discourse too realize when we get past the Parasitic Predator$

fences to realize beyond our differences we hold common ground and concerns. Common ground & concerns we can actually solve

when we are Together - Together. When we do this the propaganda loses its heat, we clean things up, & many if not most of the

emotional hot buttons used to Divide, separate, us disappear. https://youtu.be/poCJqUGEPy0
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Guillermou
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Humor is always a good medicine. You have to be against the science to believe that vaccines are "safe and effective" because

there is NO science to prove it. Science shows the opposite, that vaccines are much more of a risk than any kind of beneCt. If you

still want to believe that medicine can only work if it's made in a lab, take a close look at the science behind those creations and

the science that examines their true "safety" and "effectiveness," and you'll see that the science shows that vaccines and

prescription pharmaceuticals are dangerous and cause much more harm to health than they offer beneCts, if any of the latter.

A scientist, writer and WHO insider, Dr. Stückelberger used to believe in the work of the United Nations arm until she started

seeing some serious red aags in the way it operates. Like the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), the WHO

functions more like a private corporation than a public health agency, working to further the interests of Big Pharma and other

pro-independence forces. -shots like Bill and Melinda Gates. Base.

www.pandemic.news/2021-03-04-who-insider-exposes-gavi-gates-perpetrati..
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Revisit the story when the American Medical Community warned everyone that West Nile Virus could kill us all. It was just a

scare campaign to get everyone to spray toxic pesticides on themselves and their food (crops and produce). SARS in 2003. “We

are all going to die!” The news warned us. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), less than 8,100 people worldwide

fell ill with SARS during the 2003 crisis. And now we have suffered from the fake Covid. That's the scare tactic that worked best

in this entire scam, along with masks and social distancing. It is all Marxist propaganda that is anti-science, anti-democracy and

anti-human. It's called biological warfare, and the CDC has waged it against every American, and that's why if you're for science,

then you should be against vaccines. This website on vaccine adverse reactions is of interest. covidvaccinereactions.com
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Tucker last night was dead on in his calling out the newly developing puppet admin ministry of truth division of government. He said in

essence this will not happen...PERIOD. Rarely does a prominent person within main stream news simply say F*$@ OFF, but Tucker did.

Until the masses of people just say NO all of this continues. Have to hold these criminals to account and NOT allow them to simply shift

goal posts on any whim they wish.
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Hi, Do you mean this show? TUCKER LAST NIGHT / 04 28 22 - www.bitchute.com/.../VOb7JPIeOp79
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yes rrealrose. One of his most watched segments ever.
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Thanks for the link, Rreal. I'm sure it's a total coincidence that the powers that be want to get rid of the RCMP, in favour of a

"Local Police Force". The dots should be easy to connect!
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Rigging the election is nothing new, ongoing attempts for several decades, even before Watergate...Doubt it was ever this

obvious, out in the open.
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Rrealrose, I believe it was in your face because the globalists want us to have a civil war. *To all you leftists/Democrats who didn't

do this stuff I apologize. But I've had my Cll of some mean spirited trolls. The Donald isn't worth a civil war. Or even a secession if

it could be done peacefully. But because of the vicious hateful trolls on the left many of us want nothing to do with the Democrat

voters again. As a whole. I never liked Trump and am sick of hearing about him. But the hateful comments still coming from

many show reconciliation is impossible. Toxic people who easily went along with the New Abnormal of not hugging people and

letting parents die alone in nursing homes.

It had no emotional impact on any. Why not? Cold blooded sociopaths is my guess. Antisocial freaks who hate human faces and

don't need human contact, because they don't get lonely or feel emotional pain like regular people do. Why are these creatures so

scared of dying? Not like they have lives to lose. Or is their fear just faked because they WANT lots of their fellow Americans to

go hungry and become homeless? To lose their family business? To commit suicide and have nervous breakdowns? For two

years leftist trolls have been mocking people fearing losing their family businesses or going homeless.

Struggling to feed their kids. Somehow this suffering made them giddy with joy because it was hurting Trump. (How? The man is

still a billionaire.) Many Leftists also enjoyed traumatizing children by forcing them to wear masks all day so they came home

sick every night. And they laughed at how children were falling behind in school. I saw them laugh about it all the time on

FaceBook before I left. We have not forgotten. It's not because they hate the guy I voted for. Nor vice versa. It's their own vicious

spiteful comments that stick with me. I don't blame Biden. I blame individuals--private citizens--who acted like sadistic monsters.
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moi? No, not civil war, my take is we need to see how horrible, self-centered and childish most of our leaders are, so we can 1)

vote these people out! or 2) create our own system without these bozos. Reading any more into this may be a mistake, as this is

more of a spiritual war, with many people being personally attacked, censored, attacked, zeroed, than listened to. NO growth can

occur without many different voices. Therefore, errors and major mistakes come to those who cannot listen to various opinions,

as inadequate and poor decisions will haunt them for years to come. Intolerance is a aashing sign of lesser minds.
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www.lewrockwell.com/2022/04/bionic-mosquito/in-the-beginning-was-the-w..  Language-fraudsters, blame-gamers and false-aaggers,

OH MY!.....George Carlin called bullshit on word manipulation many yrs ago. Some of his bits have been censored?

 www.bing.com/videos/search?q=george+carlin+language+of+politics&do..
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Yeah, but did you miss this link, courtesy of Lew Rockwell?  - - Posted Apr 28, 2022 by Martin Armstrong - - - - - - -Spread the love

- - - - -  "Reports are circling that the Biden Administration has begged Germany to hold off on banning Russian oil until after the

midterm elections. The Democrats are so desperate to win amid their record-low popularity that they are openly asking other

nations to alter major policies at the expense of the people. Biden has banned Russian energy imports, but the EU, which is more

reliant on Russian energy, must wait." - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - and here's the link to the full article on Martin Armstrong blog:

www.armstrongeconomics.com/markets-by-sector/energy/us-asks-germany-to..
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"Bing" is microshaft. I won't go anywhere near it! I believe that this one is uncensored. -- www.youtube.com/watch
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Thus I am continuously reminded of some of many thousands of times people have been scolded for using the word "democracy " to

deCne the constitutional "Republic" which governs the United States and the Dutch Republic. Words have meaning. Stand your ground,

call bullshit loudly and as often as prudent.  Thanks Gui!
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Seems the term "democracy" has been redeCned to mean "oligarchy." Or maybe that's only when combined with possessive

pronouns. :P
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When Schwab/Gates/Trudeau/Prince Charles own nothing, and can look me in the eye and tell me they are "Happy"!  I'll consider it!!

 (From the Dr. Malone friday funnys)
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Tessa Lena: The masters of those days cynically used that fact to recruit the impoverished Europeans as their "manpower" to Cght the

"hostile Indians." I never read that Europeans were told that? I do know that our precious Native Americans were used by God to show

the new people - Europeans, how to survive in the new land. The US govt wickedly broke EVERY Agreement they made with Native

Americans and forced them off their own land, forcing them to walk on the Trail of Tears where many died. Their evil deeds are

recorded in Heavenly Books that will be opened on Judgment Day. Please God, Make this a reality for the precious Native Americans:

Bible, Joel 2:25 "Then I will make up to you for the years the swarming locust has eaten."
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I work with a person who wants to identify themselves as a boy and asked me to use her boy name. I now avoid her name altogether

and refer to her as her job functio ... "the person at the cutting counter"
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That’s so weird. People are crazy nowadays
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K.S. (sorry, I can't make myself speak his name) is EVIL PERSONIFIED. It was sickening watching that moderator absolutely giddy over

her master. No, thanks... I'll stick with the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob! Bless His Holy Name!!
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Amen. God owns everything. The men of hubris will be held accountable by Him.
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The only thing more effective in the media than advertising is anything you are constantly reminded of. For instance if you now pay

double what you paid under a Republican for gasoline will be a constant reminder in your wallet or purse as to the political scene we are

currently dealing with. That is pure poison to any political party if the opposition takes advantage of it. A war in the world. Not so much.

It does not effect every day life until someone actually attacks us on our own territory. The biggest mistake ever made? Appearing

ineffective. Image is very effective one way or another. Thus Reagan defeating Carter in history.

The Clintons coverup was another image problem. Thus the entire epidemic of multiple mutations of COVID is a very effective fear

factor. Thus government going too far in doing things that would normally be very illegal in a court of law. Notice I did not specify any

one example. That is the weakness of our entire justice system which is far too interested in how much money is capable of being

spent. A common person does not have the same level of justice as a wealthy person in our form of government. In my humble opinion,

this epidemic is all about money. Money is only as good as that which holds value in any commodity market out there.

Thus we are looking at an economic disaster when too much money is chasing a limited amount of consumer goods. Common problem

is that we are in an inaationary depression and wages and pensions cannot keep up with chasing goods with far too little valued money.

Any system based as ours is will bankrupt itself eventually. Thus the move into inaated prices on limited commodities such as land and

real estate sales. Nature abhors a vacuum. It might be self correcting. The authors of the current situation will not survive politically the

results.
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I worked in production at a daily newspaper for well over 40 years. Rule No. One. The public memory is three days. After that no one

appears to remember what was published. Advertising nationally the newspapers created their own version of "truth" in part based on

the money used to produce full page advertising for whatever they(the customer) wants to produce as "truth". Rule No. Two. If you

produce a half-truth, a lot of people will believe it. As long as something is half-true a lot of people will believe the entire thing is true.

The use of lies in advertising and cheating is being endorsed by at least one national political party. If done right, it is very effective in

defeating opponents.

Thus you have smear campaigns as a working solution. The classic is leading questions. Example: When did you quit beating your wife

and how is that working out for you? The Crst one to answer any leading question loses! The use of the mask as a placebo is currently

used in every medical facility in this area. Thus you have to wear a mask? Fact is the only effective use is against bacteria and that is

questionable. A virus may be far too small to be stopped by any currently used mask. The mask concept is one of suggestion used to

hypnotize the public. I suggest that this lie is well spread by those in authority.

The only exception might be if certain bacteria carry they virus across species. No one even suggests something like that. The real

suggestion is if I have the proper degrees in medicine anything I say has to be true. I think the father of subliminal work was a man

about in the 1960s wrote a book on the subject. Subliminal suggestions built into all kinds of images have been used by magazines for
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years. These suggestions depend on numbers of people. Anything above 6% is effective in both advertising and photographs digitally

designed. Thus huge sums of money spent there on back pages of magazines. The entire fear mechanism currently used is a good

example.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'll make a long story short...Many years ago when two journalists with integrity tried to expose Monsatan for their crimes, in the

end, the editor told them: "The 'news' is what we say it is". That should be self-explanatory.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In other words; SatanKlaus has his minions planted in every government around the world, to do his bidding! Do you still believe that

your "vote" makes a difference? I've lost track of the number of times that I've said; "This society is totally controlled by the oligarchs"!
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Glenn Beck is right wing. But he has gone on record saying voting will not stop the Reset. My problem with his book is it

minimizes the effects of the Reset. Look at the sadistic stuff they've already inaicted on us just for kicks and giggles. They will

own us all as slaves. Move over Simon Legree! If we're "lucky" enough to survive. "Those we lost along the way."
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rensmith; I believe that within the next few years, those who don't survive, will be the "lucky" ones. The Dystopian Nightmare is

right around the corner.
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MaryRN
Joined On 11/23/2009 11:22:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Words are one of the most important tools we have in this propaganda war, when the opponents change the deCntion of a word it can

either make it more lethal or softer, depending on what they want to accomplish with the mind control techniques they use. MMC88121
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Everyone should watch the old Ingrid Bergman movie Gaslight. Her new husband starts doing things and saying things to her that

makes her question her sanity. He is a horrible man and completely gaslights her. That’s what these monsters are doing to people.

People that listen to them are losing their sanity.
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Which makes me wonder why they do. In theory we could restore a lot of sanity and balance to society just by throwing out the

idiot box and no longer consuming MSM online.
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wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"The vaccine will bring an end to covid." "The vaccine will reduce your chances of infection/transmission." "The vaccine means your

case will be less severe."  Try pushing the polio or smallpox vaccines on the premise of one's case of either disease being less severe.

To this day, there are people who parrot the last of the three statements and they double down by questioning if you know what

"vaccine" means. Well, yeah, I do. It's in the dictionary, the dictionary that the CDC did not get into in order to modify deCnitions.
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weehen
Joined On 8/25/2010 2:09:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very important article! I Crst observed newspeak in action when I was 18, and George Bush Sr. Invaded Iraq to “liberate” it and go after

those (hallucinatory) WMDs. “Operation Freedom” was the title that stuck in my head, because I could immediately see this was a very

new deCnition for “freedom” and anything but that! Today we have “Operation Enduring Freedom” in which the USA can “liberate” the

world from “terrorism”. This is perfect for an un-winnable, never-ending reason to war against whomsoever you deCne as a “terrorist”..

Pretty much anyone not repeating the acceptable narrative! It is audacious and clever and vile all at once. Some people seem

completely unaware of it, which always amazes me.
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Charly ali
Joined On 12/13/2007 12:12:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi weehen. Just want to point out that it was George W. Bush that sent the troops to invade Iraq. His father, sent planes on the

operation called Desert Storm there Crst, but no ground war, although there could've been secret ops that the public wouldn't

know about.
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Anyone here in the UK and last night watched Question Time on the BBC will have seen a young man, steadfastly, tell the truth about

what has been going on. I was much heartened at the sight, and sound of him. More than anything I have seen recently, he lifted my

spirits; that there are youngsters out there willing to speak truth to power. Wonderful!
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